Plan for 2019-2021

Three years have passed since we met in Tours, France, and now here we are again to present you the triennial plan for 2019-2021.

Before starting, we, the Europe Committee, would like to thank the participation, comments and help from the European countries that have contributed to a better communication.

The Europe Committee will welcome 2 new representatives, however the work ethics and spirit will be the same.

Over the last 3 years, we have been confronted with the decreasing of the membership in several countries and their NSGF’s have tried to come up with solutions to overpass this.

Who knows if more than one NSGF has come to a “solution”... wouldn’t that be even more positive if they could have shared it with all the others?

What about the projects? Do we all share our amazing, positive projects with the other NSGF’s?

Miscommunication or just lack of total communication will not take us further.

*We all need each other to help us grow.*

For this reason, we the Europe Region Committee will continue to express the need of having your cooperation by sending us news, comments, suggestions, critiques...

*The Europe Region Committee is all of us, the four Sub-Regions together. Working together.*

*The Europe Region Committee needs your commitment, your help, your participation the same way the Sub-Regions need the Europe Committee!*

*Let us build a stronger and more active Europe together!*

As Baden Powell once said: *“We never fail when we try to do our duty, we always fail when we neglect to do it”.*

The Europe Committee
2017-2019
## Areas of work – Plan 2019-2021

| **Communication** | • Maintain close relationships with:  
|                   | - NSGF’s  
|                   | - European members in the Central Branch  
|                   | - Sub-regions  
|                   | • Collect material about projects, stories on how to recruit new members (to be shared with other members) |
| **Visibility**    | • Encourage NSGF’s to work with Scouts & Guides  
|                   | • Encourage NSGF’s to always carry and present themselves with ISGF logo and spread the word about Adult Scouting & Guiding |
| **Rules / Procedures / Reports** | • Available on the ISGF website – [www.isgf.org](http://www.isgf.org)  
|                   | • Produce an annual accounts report to be sent to every member country  
|                   | • Europe Committee minutes to be sent to every member country |
| **Information about NSGF’S** | • NSGF’s should send an updated report with their activities  
|                   | • NSGF’s have a folder on the ISGF website where all their information is public  
|                   | • Share with all your website/fb/Instagram contacts |
| **Newsletter**    | • The Europe Committee needs everyone collaboration in order to produce at least 2 newsletters per year. Send us a small text and a picture that shows the final “product”. |
| **Workshop/ Seminars** | • The Europe Committee would like to promote and organize together with the NSGF’s workshops/seminars, for that we need that the interested NSGF’s present us their idea/dates/theme and location. |
| **Membership**    | • The Europe Committee will continue to work together with the NSGF’s in order to create and improve better ways and events to help NSGF’s to grow. |